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RYBAT

1. ON 14 NOV 63 MEXICO STATION RECEIVED ONE-PAGE UDATED
UNSIGNED BLIND MEMO IN LIEU INTERROGATION REPORT FROM SMOTH.
SUMMARY MEMO IS: "REPORTS STUDIED AND GENERAL IMPLICATIONS ARE RETTIE
KGB AGENT LONDON STANDING AND RECRUITED EITHER BEFORE GOING
MOSCOW OR WITHIN FIRST YEAR THERE. RETTIE
D/RAUSH APRIL 57 RIS.

PRESSURE ON HIM MADE ON KGB INSTRUCTIONS AND NOT TRUE, PURPOSE
TO DEMONSTRATE TO SMOTH THAT RETTIE NOT RECRUITED BEFORE GOING MOSCOW.

RETIE MAIN BRIEF TO PENETRATE (SMOTH). KROTKOV DEBRIEVED ON RETTIE
BUT NOT INTERROGATED AND NO ASSESSMENT YET AVAILABLE. (SMOTH)
CONSIDERING POSSIBILITY KROTKOV PLANTED IN ATTEMPT CLEAR RETTIE
WITH (SMOTH). NO TRACES VANDA SUMMERS."

2. WALLIS ASKED SEE LIFE AT TRANSCRIPTS. IN VIEW DOUSRT RETTIE
ATTACK AMB MANN WHICH OBVIOUS FROM TRANSCRIPTS STATION PREPARING
STERILE SUMMARY PORTIONS WHICH CONCERN RETTIE AND CONTACTS FOR
PASSING SMOTH.
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